ACROSS
1. Small slender gulls
6. Ice pinnacle
11. Genus of macaws
14. Class of "superior" people
15. Alewife fish
16. Condensate
17. A mountainous Asian country
19. Chinese revolutionary
20. Periods of reduced prices in stores
21. An illusory feat
23. Genus of beaver
24. Violent disturbances
33. Small wooded hollows
34. Hyrax
37. Loving sounds
38. Steel, tin or silver, for example
39. Half
40. Picnic insect
41. Latin for "Home"
42. Sanctuary
43. Vanishing vistas
48. Associations of people with similar interests
49. Delicacy
50. Small house built of wood
53. What we breathe
54. Characteristic of false pride
60. Garland
61. A radioactive gaseous element
62. Elicit
63. Before
64. Smacks
65. Challenged

DOWN
1. Earl Grey or orange pekoe, for example
2. Gremlin
3. Manipulate in a fraudulent manner
4. Utmost degree
5. There are 4 in a year
6. Travel in a wind-driven boat
7. Otherwise
8. Decays
9. A king of Judah
10. Small administrative divisions of a country
11. Allow entrance
12. Extend to
13. Ended one's sleep
18. An ancient aromatic ointment
22. Decay
23. Approximately
24. Negatively-charged atom
25. Move very quickly
26. Makes lacework
27. Deal
28. A type of lightbulb
29. Swelling under the skin
30. Assemble
31. A fastener
32. Satan
35. Improve or rectify
36. Makes melodious sounds
37. Tiny leafy-stemmed flowerless plants
38. Steel, tin or silver, for example
39. Indian dress
41. People on calorie-reduction plans
42. Inhabited by ghosts
43. A nucleic acid
44. Breastplate
45. Not fresh
46. One who weeps
47. Strange or weird
50. The closing section of a musical composition
51. At the highest point
52. Containers
55. Woman
56. Anagram of "Aid"
57. Mongrel
58. A card with just one symbol
59. Light Emitting Diode
60. Garland
61. A radioactive gaseous element
62. Elicit
63. Before
64. Smacks
65. Challenged